SIRIUS WASHTROUGHS
Made with innovative production techniques

Seamlessly welded for cleanliness,
even in the trough
Thanks to their newly acquired expertise in robot laser welding, Franke is ushering in an
era of new, seamless washtroughs. A sleek, evenly welded seam joins the 1.2 mm thick
side walls to the precisely curved casing, preventing dirt and bacteria from adhering to
surfaces.
The 304 chrome-nickel washtroughs BS311, BS312, BS313, BS314, BS315, BS323,
BS324 and the chrome-steel washtroughs CA210/2 and CA210/7 have proven
themselves over many years and were therefore integrated in to the range, with new
product names that have an „N“ suffix e.g. BS311N. Whether it is with or without the
tap ledge, a single or double washtrough, or for wall mounting or insetting into a worktop,
this range leaves nothing to be desired.
The nine washtroughs from the proven SIRIUS line are made of the usual high-quality
and robust 304 chrome-nickel steel. The material is reliably corrosion-resistant and is
hygienic and easy to clean.
Combined with the Franke Water Systems taps the SIRIUS washtroughs provide a
complete solution for any specification or requirement.
More information is available at www.franke.com
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SIRIUS WASHTROUGHS
Made with innovative production techniques

Seamless washtroughs made of 304 chromium-nickel steel for …
- The highest hygiene standards: seamlessly welded from the inside
- Quality: high-quality stainless steel, firmly bonded thanks to a sleek, even welded seam without any excess materials whatsoever
- Ease of cleaning: large internal radii prevents dirt accumulation
- Safety: rounded outer edges thanks to an additional deburred welded seam
- Dry floors: lowered tap ledge including a 1° incline to prevent water splashing
- Easy installation: key hole fixings and integrated grounding lug

SIRIUS product portfolio
Without tap ledge
BS311N / BS312N

With tap ledge
BS313N / BS314N

Inset washtrough
BS323N / BS324N

Double washtrough
BS315N

With tap ledge
CA210/2N / CA210/7N
Material:
chromium steel

Optional accessories
Folding grid
ZSIRX001

Franke Water Systems
ws-info.int@franke.com
www.franke.com
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Splashback
ZSIRX0040 / ZSIRX0042 (Material: chromium steel)

